Bush denounces chem. warfare in U.N. speech

The Observer/Steve Mottop

Capized

Junior Navy Midshipman Kevin Mulhair practices capizing and then recovering his sailboat on St. Joe's Lake Monday as part of his sailing qualifications. Morgan, 41, went to jail vol-

untary in August 1987 for a one-day visit to St. Joe's Lake. The University is in the midst of constructing a 31-foot granite sign on the north corner of U.S. 33 and Angela Blvd.

Col. David Woods, director of Support Services, said the main purpose of the monument is to honor the 47-year-old relationship between the University and the Congregation of the Holy Cross. The sign will also distinctly mark the campus for travelers on S. 33.

It will also recognize the University’s upcoming sesquicentennial in three years, the university thought it appropriate to recognize it in a formal way,” Woods said.

According to Woods, the sign will be made of limestone and will have gold lettering on both sides along with the seals of the University and the Holy Cross community. Around it will be several shrubs. At night it will be automatically illuminated.

Though the sign itself is up, the university needs to make more improvements into the granite and the surrounding landscaping has not been completed, said Woods. Woods said that the work should be completed in a few weeks.

WASHINGTON — A District of Columbia judge on Monday re-

leased a physician jailed for more than two years for refusing to let her daughter visit the girl’s father, her former hus-

band.

Dr. Elizabeth Morgan emerged from jail in a car with her lawyer, wearing a orange prison jumpsuit and carrying a dozen yellow roses.

“I feel very happy and very grateful to everyone that has helped me,” she said. “I will probably cry when I say this, but I want to thank God for ev-

ery angel on Earth.”

Her release was the result of a law passed by Congress and signed by President Bush last week limiting civil contempt in the District of Columbia to 12 months in jail. The law expired after 18 months.
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Robert Howley has a fish story to tell from Concord, New Hampshire that even he didn't believe at first. Howley, 51, went fishing near his house last week after a rare and long separation. It was found in 30 feet of water, 200 yards off the shore of Lake Winnesaukee — right where he had dropped it in 1985 during construction of his house's engine drive for a fishing outing. A scuba diver who was looking for a light that had fallen off an antique boat found the wallet.

Fergie will visit Houston in November to celebrate the 400th anniversary of opera in Great Britain with the Houston Grand Opera. The Duchess of York, popularly known as Fergie, will arrive Nov. 3 for four days of appearances, including the Houston Grand Opera's British Opera Festival, as well as possible outings to a drug awareness program and a high school arts center. The duchess, who will be about five months pregnant at the time of the visit, will not be joined by her husband, Prince Andrew, or their daughter, Beatrice, organizers said. She plans to stay with socialite Lynn Wyatt.

The last NASA launch of an unmanned rocket from this spaceport, where responsibility for sending payloads into orbit is being turned over to private industry after 400 launches in 31 years. An Atlas-Centaur vaulted skyward at 4:56 a.m. with a $125 million communications satellite to link military commands with land, sea and air forces and for use by the president in times of crisis. For now on, when NASA needs an unmanned rocket, it will have to buy launch services from McDonnell Douglas, General Dynamics and Martin Marietta. The space agency will continue to launch manned space shuttles from Cape Canveral, where NASA got its start and where it has launched nearly all of its rockets.

Well known for his hot-air balloons and extravagant, major art projects, the late artist James Turrell, born in Washington, Pennsylvania can also be happy eating kielbasa and meatballs after a ride with fellow motorcycle, Forbes, 70, riding a build-to-order Harley Davidson, joined about 1,000 motorcyclists Sunday for the 52-mile Fall Poker Run through the countryside. Forbes said in 1977 another encourager of employees and friends, nicknamed the Capitalist Trolls, who flew to Pittsburgh aboard Forbes' private jet.

Several Indiana colleges are reporting higher enrollments this fall, but the state commission on Higher Education says there's still not enough Hoosiers going to school. At St. John's, a private high school students surpassed 500 for the first time since the Hensselaer school opened its doors to women in 1968.

Weather

On September 26:

In 1789: Thomas Jefferson was sworn in as the first Secretary of State and John Jay was sworn in as the first Chief Justice of the United States.

In 1955: Following word that the President Dwight D. Eisenhower had suffered a heart attack, the New York Stock Exchange was closed a day early, its first price decision since 1929.

In 1990: At 11:30 p.m., President Jimmy Carter sent a note to Sen. Edward Kennedy, his political ally, to say he was considering a resignation, saying remarks he had made in New York early in the day earlier were not meant to be reference to Chappaquiddick. Carter had said as president, he had dealt with several crises, and "I don't think I pan..."
Bush declares N.C. disaster area

**Associated Press**

NEW YORK (AP) — President Bush on Monday declared a state of disaster in hurricane-ravaged North Carolina, making four hard-hit counties eligible for federal assistance.

The region blasted by Hurricane Hugo last week includes the counties of Gaston, Lincoln, Mecklenburg and Union.

The disaster declaration, announced in a statement released by the White House, 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carter inspect damage to their car after part of the roof of Days Inn Motel in Calabash, North Carolina. Heavy winds from the edge of hurricane Hugo damaged the building.

Space shuttle launch on schedule despite accident

**Associated Press**

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A combination of mechanical and human error caused fire sprinklers to splash space shuttle Columbia and damage the craft, the head of an investigation team said Monday.

Thomas Usman said it was too early to assess the full damage from the accident Sunday, but "I have not given up" on launching Columbia as scheduled on Dec. 18.

Utsum, deputy director of the Kennedy Space Center, said the accident occurred after workers had done routine maintenance on the sprinkler system in the building where the shuttle was being readied.

When the workers finished the job they tested the system by pressurizing it, but a valve they were certain was closed failed and water began flowing from sprinklers in one of six safety zones.

"Two other workers who tried to help inadvertently turned on the other sprinklers" and water poured onto work platforms and splashed onto the shuttle, he said.

"I'm chalking it up to a combination of equipment error and human error," he said.

"The guys who did it were only trying to help. Good intentions sometimes go wrong." Usman said as many as 200 gallons a minute had been released from the sprinklers with total water flow of almost 600 gallons a minute. Projected revenues in 1990 will decline by $3.9 billion from this year. If no increase occurs in the selling price of oil and other foreign trade, he said.

According to Pavlov, the government plan for a 20 percent increase in factory-made consumer goods, Voronin said, with the total produced by converted defense plants growing by almost 35 percent to $61 billion.

The resulting budget, including $750 billion in expenditures, "is intended to overcome the crisis situation in finance," Pavlov said.

The Soviets cannot expect any help from foreign trade, he added. Projected revenues in 1990 will decline by $3.9 billion from this year. If no increase occurs in the selling price of oil and other foreign trade, he said.

The 4-month-old legislature for the crisis situation in finance," Pavlov said.

The Soviets cannot expect any help from foreign trade, he added. Projected revenues in 1990 will decline by $3.9 billion from this year. If no increase occurs in the selling price of oil and other foreign trade, he said.

President Mikhail Gorbachev, speaking over the 54-member, Supreme Soviet, which reconvened at a time of widespread turmoil and discontent caused by the often conflicting demands of the country's many ethnic groups and the state economy's failure to meet many basic needs.

Many people were looking to the 4-month-old legislature for solutions. It was given expanded powers and a full political role by Gorbachev's drive "for democratization."

Advertising material will be distributed by converted defense plants growing by almost 35 percent to $61 billion.

The region blasted by Hurricane Hugo last week includes the counties of Gaston, Lincoln, Mecklenburg and Union.

The disaster declaration, announced in a statement released by the White House, 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carter inspect damage to their car after part of the roof of Days Inn Motel in Calabash, North Carolina. Heavy winds from the edge of hurricane Hugo damaged the building.
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NO CHARGE
E. Germany experiences 'people drain' in many jobs

Associated Press

BERLIN — With thousands of East Germans going West in the past few months, those staying behind feel alienated from the rest of the country, said a top official of the Berlin Senate.

"An operator of other bars here went West a while back. He's since been replaced," said a middle-aged East German walking past the bar on the city's Kurfürstendamm.

A vegetable shop a few blocks away was up for sale as well, and residents say its owner also has gone to the West.

East German reform activist Jens Beth says his eye doctor has flown to West Germany: "I fear my dentist's gone as well," said Reich, an East Berlin Frankfurt Bank executive, heading to a press conference.

About 100,000 East Germans have either fled or emigrated to West Germany this year, the greatest flood of East German refugees since the Berlin Wall went up in 1961. More than 17,500 of them have gone through Hungary since that country lifted its Western border to East Germans Sept. 10.

The refugees say they left their homeland because they could no longer bear the lack of democratic freedoms and because they want better lives for themselves in the West.

The exodus has produced a new rash of demands for political and economic reform among many East Germans who remain behind. Within two weeks of the agent group collected signatures of more than 2,000 citizens supporting its proposals.

Several officials in East Germany have intensified their calls for democratic change as well. They say leaving the country is no way to change it.

"Someone who is Bavarian cannot be of service to a patient at the Catholic hospital in Erzgermany," an East German Roman Catholic bishop said Sunday.

Sources within the ruling Communist Party, speaking on condition of anonymity, said a training seminar that took place in Michigan recently is being considered by the Senate. Both a similar seminar and a study trip to the US are excluded for these Senate members, but are appointed by a board of Senators.

An update of the Student Sen-

Race continued from page 1

stead brief summaries will be turned in by each officer prior to the next Board meetings. Also, a variety of high-profile speakers will at- tend the upcoming presentations.

Sign continued from page 1

Commissioned and paid for by the University, the sign was designed by Cole Associates Inc. of South Bend. Seven local firms were involved in the con- struction.

Campus Ministry and You

You've Got A Friend!

Do not let people disregard you, and do not grow young. You have in you a spiritual gift, just as you have with others, so you have in you a spiritual gift. Congratulations! You have many gifts. We give them to you for your Notre Dame ministry.

Yes, you in your name. A spiritual gift. It's there, somewhere. But you have to ask a question about that.

"Why a gift? Because we didn't even ask for it. But BEST FRIENDS never do."

It's your own to do what because of that," he said. Morgan's release will not change her mind about refusing to reveal the names of people, his description, about her attorney said in an interview outside the courthouse.

"She regards her child as be- ing protected by the court system," Sachs said.

Mom continued from page 1

sideration of Foretich's chal­ lenge to the law's validity.

Foretich said Monday evening he was not surprised by the order. "She was in the media star, and coercion was bound not to work because of that," he said.

Morgan's release will not change her mind about refusing to reveal the names of people, his description, about her attorney said in an interview outside the courthouse.

"She regards her child as be- ing protected by the court system," Sachs said.

You're a spiritual friend, someone you can trust with the most intimate dimensions of yourself. It's someone who can and does respect your deepest yearnings. It's someone with whom you share, understand and listen together in a way that authenticates your various yearnings.

The assumption is that there is someone like that in your life. You may be more than one, and you may have others, or a variety of different people, and you may have relationships with them that are all different. The spiritual assumption is that you have within you a spiritual gift. There is a variety of spiritual gifts. There are all sorts of service to be done. You might be a teacher, or someone who is talking with or of the deaf, or someone who is interpreting the gifts of others. A spiritual gift is that which makes an appearance to you to look beyond what appears to be and see for yourself — sometimes at least, and however clearly or vaguely — that there is another light that is revealed in your daily and that of your friends and associates. The assumption is that everyone who has such a gift.
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Vietnamese leave Cambodia

Associated Press

HIGHWAY 1, Cambodia — Thousands of Vietnamese soldiers jammed the main highway in Indochina on Monday night as they snaked toward the border on the eve of Vietnam's 11-year-old war.

Soviet-made personnel carriers, American-made trucks, jeeps and artillery, and Chinese "Liberation" troop transport vehicles clogged the 20-foot-wide stretch of highway for 120 miles from Cambodia's capital, Phnom Penh, to the Vietnamese border.

Traffic on the road that Vietnam used as one of its major invasions in December 1978 came to a standstill.

Soldiers hung hammocks under trucks, cooked rice by the side of the road, and draped their laundry from anti-aircraft guns in the final night before the border crossing begins.

"I am very happy to be returning home to my family," said one soldier from Thai Binh province. "I have been in Cambodia for 10 years and seen my wife only once.

Peaceants gathered on the side of the road and waved to the troops, whose uniforms were decorated with flowers and medals. Speakers set up for the parade honored the Vietnamese troops.

"We're proud of our work," said a provincial capital of Battambang.

Cambodian officials acknowledged recently that the Khmer Rouge guerrillas were powerful forces in the region near Phnom Penh. But on Monday, Premier Heng Samrin predicted that the rebels would not be able to hold their ground.

Cambodian and a Soviet military observers said the two sides were throwing their best divisions at each other on the roads.

They said the Khmer Rouge was raising to 2,000 mortar shells a day on the road.

The battle has raised fears that Cambodia will slide into civil war after Vietnam's soldiers are gone. Many Cambodians say they are worried the government army will be unable to stand up to the Khmer Rouge.

Cambodians have begun stockpiling rice in some cities for fear that guerrilla forces may cut supply lines, sending the price of rice up at least 200 percent.

Ethnic Vietnamese, who fear persecution under the Khmer Rouge, have also reportedly been fleeing back to Vietnam.

The Khmer Rouge seized power in 1975 from American-backed Gen. Lon Nol after a civil war. It ruled Cambodia from 1975 to 1979 and killed hundreds of thousands of people in practicing an ultra-radical form of agrarian communism.

Vietnam invaded Cambodia in December 1978 and ousted the Khmer Rouge, replacing it with a government army that is in control.

Since then, the conflict has been stalemated.

An unidentified passenger, center, is taken from the wreckage of the USAir plane in the East River late Wednesday night while other rescue workers peer into the windows of the plane. The plane crashed in the East River after the pilot tried to abort a takeoff.

USAir crew may face criminal charges

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Federal investigators went inside the wreckage of a USAir jet Monday, looking for additional clues to the cause of last week's aborted takeoff and crash into the East River that killed two people.

Local authorities also were investigating the accident at the end of a runway at LaGuardia Airport to see if criminal charges are warranted against any crew members of the Boeing 737-400 bound for Charlotte, N.C.

"If we feel that we have something to go to a grand jury with we will do that," said Richard Piperno, a spokesman for Queens District Attorney John Santucci.

Charges that a grand jury might be asked to consider include criminally negligent homicide, vehicular homicide and leaving the scene of an accident, according to sources in Santucci's office. An airplane is considered a vehicle under state law.

The last pieces of the jet, which landed partly in the water and partly on a row of piling from the river Sunday, were pulled from the river Monday.

National Transportation Safety Board investigators were "for the first time getting an opportunity to really go into the wreck and find out what exists in the wreckage," said Rachel Halterman, an NTSB spokeswoman.

However, over the weekend, the NTSB said the rookie co-pilot had inadvertently pushed a button that cut the throttle. The board said pilot Michael Martin told investigators he decided to abort takeoff because of a strange vibration and because the aircraft was drifting to the left.

The unexplained vibration in Santucci's office.

PISSGURGH — Tomorrow's baby zoo animals, from Aruba Island rat-tail snakes to Grey's zebras, are but a gleam in the eyes of zoo officials and animal directors who are planning matchmaker this week for endangered species.

"We're playing God, all of us," zoo director Jon Young and say who should do what and when they should do it," said Ron Young, an official of the American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums.

"It's important if we want to continue on some semblance of what we were living..."
Racism barricades a winding road to equality

By Paul Peralez

I recently attended an NAACP information session and was both encouraged and disturbed by what I saw and heard. Clearly, the NAACP is an organized group—probably the most organized civil rights organization at Notre Dame. They are, nonetheless, subject to a common misconception: that the NAACP is exclusively for African Americans and other minority groups. Too many people of color attending filled no more than five rows at a Montgomery Theater, and the group was almost entirely African American.

I was very uncomfortable. I was uncomfortable because I didn't see enough black faces, more white faces, more faces of people concerned about racial harmony and the unhinged progress of this University's and our nation's people. The Notre Dame-St. Mary's chapter of the NAACP can play a significant role in this endeavor.

Is there racism at Notre Dame? A young black woman I befriended at the Black Cultural Arts Council class had a good response to this question: "Look," she said, "A Notre Dame student professed, 'Notre Dame is a colorblind institution' and it's not above racism. This institution is also America and in America there is racism." I got a sense of what she meant as I approached LaFortune to attend the NAACP gathering. I came within earshot of a conversation between a couple of people who had just exited the center and had apparently noticed the NAACP gathering. One of these people remarked, "The problem is not with us. The blacks insist on separating themselves."

DOONESBURY

"You just don't get it, do you?"

By Garry Trudeau

The Observer welcomes letters and columns on a varied issues. Send your thoughts to:

Viewpoint, P.O. Box 7, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"People are lonely because they build walls instead of bridges."

Joseph F. Newton
Seasons’ new look at the extremes of "Tartuffe," an irreverently Moliere’s French comedy of false piety and excessive devotion.

"Tartuffe" makes a fool of the title character Orgon and his wife. Eventually, Tartuffe is stopped and revealed as an impostor out of his fortune and seducing his wife. Eventually, Tartuffe is stopped and revealed as an impostor out of his fortune and seducing his wife. 

Callahan’s "Hong Kong, 1985" displays his technique of multiple exposure. A favorite and recurring theme in his photographs deals with the aspects of the city. 

MICHAEL BAECHLER
accent writer

A new exhibition from the Hallmark Photograph Collection, entitled "Harry Callahan: New Color," is currently on display at the Snite Museum of Art. The show, which opened August 20, will run through October 8 in the Print Drawing and Photography Gallery. 

The show has special significance in that it celebrates both the 50th anniversary of the invention of photography and the 50th year of Callahan’s work as one of America’s master photographers. Seventy-two of his photographs make up the show, 40 of which are entirely new. The exhibition is the first complete survey of the most recent aspect of Callahan’s career, his exclusive devotion to color photography.

Callahan, 75, began taking photos in 1938. He sought a variety of ideas from people around him, including famed Adams. Callahan attended a workshop by Adams in 1941 which sparked his enthusiasm for photography. He pursued photography with a new zest and creativity. He explains, "I found photography as a hobby, and then finally realized that it was something I really believed in. I had believed in the hope of believing in something...and photography was it."

Black and white photos were Callahan’s original focus for which he was well admired. However, he began to use color in 1941 and experimented with it on and off through the early 70s. In 1977 Callahan started working entirely in color. Of the reasons, he explains that color is "the hope of believing in something...and photography was it."

Callahan’s most recurring subject has been the city. Richard Stevens, associate professor of art, art history and design discussed in his lecture at the Snite how the city offered to Callahan, "color, shape and texture, ripe and rampant." The themes in this show, centered on cities, are building facades, streets, signs, shadows and women, highlighting Callahan’s interest in the eloquently, "simple as well as the disorderly and complex. A visit to the gallery will show the viewer scenes from Ireland, Morocco, Egypt, Portugal and New York among others.

An example of Callahan’s pursuit of the complex can be seen in one of the techniques he utilizes called multiple exposure. This effect is accomplished by running the film through the camera twice to superimpose one image over another. The result is always unpredictable. One can see this in his photo entitled "Hong Kong, 1985."

The exhibit demonstrates Callahan’s efforts to combine the medium of photography with the world around him. He uses a variety of techniques to achieve this union, attempting to speak to the viewers. He explains, "I like to move around and photograph the world around me."

The Snite Museum of Art is open Tuesday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. There is no admission charge.

CINDY PETRITES
accent writer

The Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s Theatre Season opens October 11 with Moïlère’s French comedy "Tartuffe," an irreverently funny and satirical 17th century look at the extremes of false piety and excessive devotion.

Posing as a devout Christian, title character Tartuffe makes a fool of the gullible Orgon by swindling him out of his fortune and seducing his wife. Eventually, Tartuffe is stopped and revealed as an impostor. 

Associate Professor Reginald Bain will direct and Richard Donnelly will design costumes. This season also marks the arrival of Kevin Dryer, who will design the sets and lighting for "Tartuffe." Dryer, a freelance lighting designer, is replacing Willard Newell and has done scene design work for dance with Ballet Florida and Ballet Nacional en Venezuela. He has also worked with Walt Disney World, the National Theatre Company of Caracas, and Japanese clothing designer Issey Miyake. 

In addition, Saint Mary’s will present Anton Chekhov’s "Three Sisters" in O’Laughlin Auditorium November 15-19. Described as humorous, hopeless, and gripping, the play traces the story of Irina, Olga, and Masha Prozorov as they try to fulfill dreams of a better life in Moscow. This comedy-drama reveals the aspirations of middle-class Russia at the turn of the century and on the verge of revolution. "Three Sisters" will be directed by Roberta Rude and designed by Linda Wigley.

Next semester Notre Dame will present Oscar Wilde’s popular comedy of manners, "The Importance of Being Earnest," in Washington Hall February 28-March 4. The play, which poke fun at everything dear to civilized English society—money, class, and name—will be directed by Frederic Sylburg. Kevin Dryer will design scene; Richard Donnelly will design costumes.

"Dance ’90,” an original and eclectic evening of contemporary dance, will close the 1989-1990 Theatre Season in O’Laughlin Auditorium April 4-5. Guest artists Nusha Martynuk and Carter McDavis, recipients of a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts for choreography, will mix humor, wit and reality with abstraction to create the show, which will include a piece using college dancers. New works for the concert will also be choreographed by Saint Mary’s College faculty members Indi Dieckgrafe and Kerry Krieman. Linda Wigley will design costumes for "Tartuffe" and "Three Sisters" are closed but auditions for "The Importance of Being Earnest" and "Dance ’90" will take place early next semester, possibly in mid-January. Subscriptions to the theater series will be available at Washington Hall until September 29.
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Esaison’s three TDs, Skow’s defense defeats Browns

CINCINNATI — Boomer Esaison threw three touchdown passes and Jim Skow led a second-half defensive surge as the Cincinnati Bengals beat the Browns 21-14 Monday night, handing Cleveland its first loss of the season.

Esaison, who had just three TD passes in nine previous games against the Browns, matched that output. He led second-quarter scoring tosses of eight and 16 yards to tight ends, plus 34 yards rushing on five carries. The second time, Jim Gallery, who later missed a 44-yarder, missed a 48-yard field-goal attempt.

But it didn’t matter as the defense almost completely shut down Cleveland, sacking Kosar six times and holding the Browns without a first down in both the first and third quarters.

Kosar, who threw for 163 passes and Jim Skow led a second-quarter defensive surge as the Bengals to win 11-9. It was the 11th straight home win for the Bengals, now tied with the Browns for first in the AFC Central at 2-1. They got 78 yards rushing from rookie Eric Hall, replacing the injured Ickey Woods.

Five-3 win over the Milwaukee Brewers. Pete Harnisch won for the first time since Sept., the Baltimore Orioles picked up the save. The Associated Press Van Pelt said.

People are starting to find out we’re not pretenders,” quarterback Alex Van Pelt said.

The Baltimore Orioles remained one game behind the Toronto Blue Jays in the American League East with a 5-3 win over the Milwaukee Brewers. Pete Harnisch won for the first time since Sept. last week, holding the Orioles to three hits over six-and-a-third innings before getting relief from Mark Williamson and Greg Wilson, who picked up the save. The Orioles won with three run production in the fifth inning and a two-run fourth inning.

Notre Dame still No. 1 in top twenty-five; Pitt moves into top ten for first time in five years

Notre Dame isn’t the only school that’s waking up the east coast.

Pittsburgh, the alma mater of Mike Ditka, Tony Dorsett and Dan Marino, is 3-0 and ranked 10th in The Associated Press’ college football poll — its first Top 10 ranking in five years.

“People are starting to find out we’re not pretenders, not pretenders,” quarterback Alex Van Pelt said. “We’ve opened some eyes now. We’re making some people believe.”

In Pitt’s 30-23 victory over Syracuse Saturday night, the redshirt freshman completed 25 of 32 passes for 306 yards and one touchdown. In his first three college games, Van Pelt has completed 51 of 67 passes — an amazing 76 percent — for 663 yards and four touchdowns.

“We were surprised at the way we played. Yes, and not pleasantly surprised,” Syracuse coach Dick MacPherson said. Not pleasant also would be an adn description of Pitt’s remaining schedule.

The Panthers, who rose three spots in this week’s poll, play ninth-ranked West Virginia on the road Saturday. An even tougher test will be consecutive games against top-ranked Notre Dame and No. 2 Miami on Oct. 28 and Nov. 11.

“This is a good start, but I told our kids to look down the schedule and they’ll get sick,” Pitt coach Mike Gottfried said.

Notre Dame retained the top spot in the poll for the third straight week, while Miami remained No. 2. The split of first-place votes was the same as last week — 57 for Notre Dame, the other three for Miami.

The Fighting Irish, who beat Michigan State 21-13, received 1,497 points from a panel of sports writers and broadcasters — the same total as the previous week. Miami, a 38-7 winner over Missouri, drew eight points closer with 1,432.

Nebraska was third, followed by Auburn, Colorado, Michigan, Clemson, Arkansas and West Virginia. Minnesota, Michigan and Colorado switched positions, but otherwise the order was as last week.

Nebraska pounded Minnesota 56-0 Monday night in Lincoln, Ohio State 54-14 Monday night in Columbus, and Mississippi State 23-6, Air Force defeated Texas 21-6, Kansas 55-7 and Florida State clobbered Tulane 39-9.

Happy 18th Birthday, Geoff

We love and miss you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Steve, and “Lucky”

Irish football still atop poll, Miami holds onto No. 2

The Top Twenty Five teams in the Associated Press college football poll with first-place votes in parentheses. Record is through Week 4.

1. Notre Dame (57) 3-0-0 1497 1
2. Miami (55) 3-0-0 1432 2
3. Nebraska 3-0-0 1335 3
4. Auburn 2-1-0 1284 4
5. Colorado 3-0-0 1236 5
6. Tulsa 2-2-0 1207 6
7. Oklahoma 3-0-0 1118 7
8. West Virginia 3-0-0 1083 8
9. Southern Cal 2-1-0 1052 9
10. Tennessee 3-0-0 1034 10
11. Alabama 2-2-0 1025 11
12. Houston 2-1-0 983 12
13. N. Carolina St. 2-2-0 966 13
14. Oklahoma St. 2-1-0 944 14
15. Arizona 3-1-0 943 15
16. Syracuse 2-1-0 923 16
17. Ohio St. 3-0-0 852 17
18. Iowa 3-0-0 842 18
19. Michigan St. 2-1-0 807 19
20. Texas A&M 2-1-0 755 20

Moving into the rankings were No. 23 Georgia, No. 24 Air Force and No. 25 Florida State. Sanford Stadium, Orange 18-17 and Southern California routed Ohio State 48-7.
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Cubs fall, Blue Jays bounce back
Pirates beat Cardinals 4-2; Rangers down Athletics 3-2

Associated Press

MONTREAL — The magic continued to work for the Chicago Cubs.
Chicago missed a chance to clinch the National League East championship Monday night, losing to Montreal 4-3 in 10 innings. But they still managed to reduce their season-ending number to two games as Pittsburgh beat Interstate. The Cubs, who have a magic number of two games, can clinch the division Tuesday night if they beat the Expos and the Cardinals lose to the Pirates.

Phillies 2, Mets 1
New York's pennant chase finished in failure as they lost to Philadelphia. Tim Hovey, pinch-hitter in the eighth inning, knocked in the winning run for Philadelphia as the Phillies swept the four-game series.

Meanwhile, the defensive line salvaged the season? They've managed to sack the quarterback Jaek Hay. After making the two-point conversion, Hay then rushed the ball, but he was stopped.

St. Louis and Chicago each have five games left, and the Cubs are 13-11, took a two-hitter into the eighth. Bob Forsch struck out the first batter, but then the disabled hit a home run. Forsch then hit the batter, but then he is still a hit.

The Magic continued from page 12

Morris's Brian Friesen recorded 3 interceptions, one of which led to a 63 yard touchback to a streaking for the fourth. The Cardinals are 12-12.

Shannon Fish then came in to take over the quarterback duties, and struck like lightning. He then ran into a touchdown pass to a streaking for the fourth. The Cardinals are 12-12.

after a blocking a punt in the first quarter. Fish then caught the ball and ran into the end zone, and Carolena led 8-0 after making the two-point conversion. Hay then rushed five yards to score on a keeper play, but then he is still a hit.

Finally, Carroll bludgeoned St. Louis' 14-3 behind a potent Rockne League offense led by quarterback Jerry Schrader. After blocking a punt in the first quarter, Fish then caught the ball and ran into the end zone, and Carolena led 8-0 after making the two-point conversion. Hay then rushed five yards to score on a keeper play, but then he is still a hit.

Pitt continued from page 12

giving him a lot of time to throw. The ball has spent a lot of time in the outfield as they have sacked him 17 times already.

Meanwhile, the defensive line isn't making anyone forget their way to a 0-0 standstill.

Next Sunday features another promising shot. The Rockefeller League, Fisher will score twice in the first quarter, St. Louis, while St. Louis, will have Noll's 5-0, and Coach Pangborn 3-0, at Stepan South.

Paraganysh League action will pit Morrissey and Dillon at 1 p.m. at Stepan North, and in the Orange bowl, Fish then came in to take over the quarterback duties, and struck like lightning. He then ran into a touchdown pass to a streaking for the fourth. The Cardinals are 12-12.

Bob Daugherty and one out later Manrique hit a 1-2 pitch that struck the screen on the left field foul pole for his fourth homer of the season.

Irish golfers take fifth place

The Notre Dame golf team finished fifth in the 13-team Indiana Intercollegiate Golf Championships held Monday in Zionsville.

Ball State took the team title with a score of 595, followed by a three-way tie for second, Purdway, Indiana and Minnesota, which scored 598.

The Irish, led by Pat Mohan, finished fifth with a 615. Mohan tied with Steve Kruger of Indiana for second, and coach Pisani added to one of the biggest powers in collegiate sailing will get under way.

Our Lady of the Lakes, 10, took the victory. But he issued a leadoff walk to second baseman Justice with the fifth run.

The Irish golfers added to one of the biggest powers in collegiate sailing will get under way.
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Our Lady of the Lakes, 10, took the victory. But he issued a leadoff walk to second baseman Justice with the fifth run.
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LECTURE CIRCUIT

Noon Kellogg Seminar. Brown Bag Lunch in Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall. The Military and Democratization Comparing South America and Southern Europe, presented by Felipe Agüero, a residential fellow at the Kellogg Institute for International Studies and a Chilean sociologist.

MENUS

Notre Dame

Bourbon Baked Ham
Mexican Lasagna
Fish Nuggets
Bourbon Baked Ham

What are you thinking?
Give us your Viewpoint.
And read it in The Observer every day.

COMICS

CALVIN AND HOBBIES

BUZZ MC FLATTOP

MICHAEL F. MULDOON

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. At a distance 27. Bubb's sobriquet
2. Dopey of baseball fame 28. Dip bat lightly
3. Awful winner 29. —— sadat
4. Hard heroines 31. —— Saad
5. Kimono 32. ——AR
6. Meet the day 33. Dancer
7. Centers of comics 34. —— Stevens
8. Garbo 35. —— Kennedy
9. Polo Grounds hero 36. —— Flute
10. Carolina rail 37. —— ilam
11. Pivot 38. ——A
12. Go away! 39. —— a bullet’s concern
13. Victor of freedom 40. —— Lady’s monogram
14. —— Flattop
15. Hi-li

DOWN
1. Jason’s ship
2. —— Callina, Coto
3. Support in crime
4. Snak, or fish
5. Shallow pond
6. Bolivian city
7. Learning Tower City
8. Fr.
9. Gurnard
10. Intable
11. —— Raisch, Lancaster
12. —— Keyhole
13. —— Raitana
14. —— Home from the sea
15. —— Negligent

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

The following numbers win the right to purchase 2 Purdue tix:

The following numbers are alternates and will be sold in order upon availability:

Stevens
Adolescent
Support
Flax

Tickets will be sold in O’Hara Lounge Wed. 9/27 from 6 - 7 pm for winners and 7 - 7:30 for alternates.

STUDENT UNION BOARD
Irish volleyball team upsets Sooners at LSU tournament

The Notre Dame volleyball team knew it had to happen sooner or later, and last Saturday, it did.

The Irish upset the highly-touted Sooners of Oklahoma four games last Saturday to grab their second straight victory in the season and end their seven-match losing streak.

Chuck Noll's club travelled to Tiger country last weekend to play in Louisiana State's Tiger Volleyball Classic and did more than just grab their teeth at the mouth.

This time they drew blood by taking powerful Houston and 18th-ranked LSU to five games.

The Irish are hoping that they can take their play one step further now by finishing off their felling victims in the future.

"We wanted to improve in each game and we did," junior linebacker Brent Wright said of the team's tournament play. "But we couldn't keep up the intensity for five games, so that's the next step we have to take."

The Irish took on Houston last Friday night in Baton Rouge, LA, and battled the Sooners in a hard-fought five-game match before losing 15-12, 15-9, 9-15, 6-15, 14-16.

The Irish, who have been notorious for their slow starts this season, pounced on the Sooners in the early in the match, taking the first two games before letting Houston creep back into contention by winning the second and third games.

"The Narrow defeat did not dampen Notre Dame's enthusiasm," said captain Liz Nolan on Notre Dame's win over LSU.

"I'm very pleased with the way the offense came together," said captain Liz Nolan on LSU's 24-shot victory over Radin. Junior Michelle Richardson starred for the high-powered LSU offense.

"It should be a good game," said Mike Goodspeed, but the Irish stayed in the fight by winning the next two, 15-9, 15-7.

"We have yet to win a five-game match," White held, "but we're playing better every game and it's just a matter of time."

Interhall football season opens with unexpected wins

Grace upsets Dillon, Carroll wins big 14-3

The 1989 men's Interhall football season got underway this past Sunday, with several close games and just as many surprises. Penn State champion Dillon was stunned by Grace, while the Off-Campus Crime, Cavanagh and Carroll came away with convincing victories.

In a thrilling Leahy League fray, Notre Dame junior Van Pelt's 2 yard touchdown in the fourth quarter, with 1:30 left in the contest, returned the interception 25 yards and gave the Irish a 9-6 win over the Fighting Irish.

With thirty seconds left in the first half, wide receiver Scott Langlais hauled in a 68 yard bomb from quarterback Greg Striegel, and John Penney hit the extra point for a 7-0 bulge at the half. It looked as if Zahn would dodge the bullet, as Cavanagh freshman John Niehaus picked off a Striegel pass with 3:00 remaining in the contest, returning the interception 25 yards down to the Zahn 20-yard line. Bill Pelt then drilled a 20 yard field goal with 1:30 left in the game to ice the victory for Cavanagh.

The Irish went on to defeat the Off-Campus Crime squad 14-0 in a 16-0 Parish League triumph over see CRIME/ page 10

Pittsburgh the 'City of Champions' for good reason

They call Pittsburgh the City of Champions for good reason. With four Super Bowl victories in six years in the late Seventies, the Steelers put the Iron City back on the map.

But now that Mean Joe Greene, Terry Bradshaw, and the rest of the Super Steelers have been put to pasture, Chuck Noll's club is probably even better than the best football team in Pittsburgh.

The Panthers from the University of Pittsburgh might just be better. They were everybody's pick to succeed West Virginia as theBeasts of the East this year until long-armed, fleet-footed junior quarterback Darnell Dickerson was declared academically ineligible for the semester.

Dickerson is an excellent quarterback. But his replacement, redshirt freshman Alex Van Pelt from Pittsburgh, Antioch, Texas, might be even better. Van Pelt faced his first real test Saturday night against a Notre Dame team which was considered the team to beat in the East.

Van Pelt weathered an aerial blitzkrieg which sent the Fighting Irish to a 21-3 deficit. He led his team to 16 first quarter points, and at one point completed 16 of 21 passes en route to a 25 to 30, 306 yard performance.

Although comparisons to former Panther quarterback Dan Marino are premature, Van Pelt's amazing completion percentage of 76% ranks him among the best in college football. And he is by no means the Panthers' only weapon.

Sophomore tailback Curvin Richards adds a consistent breakaway running threat to Pitt's attack. Although he didn't break any long ones for scores during the game, Richards gained 100 yards on 17 carries to give Van Pelt the ground support he needed for his air attack.

Meanwhile, the Panther defense was squeezing the juice out of the Outrageden's attack. Syracuse runs an option out of the formation much like Notre Dame does, and the Panthers stopped them cold, swarming and gang-tackling SU ball-carriers left and right.

Their held Syracuse to 19 yards rushing on 31 carries and sacked SU quarterback Bill Scharr eight times.

While he was standing in the pocket trying to pass or keeping on the option, Scharr did not have a good day; he rushed 12 times for 37 yards.

A murderous schedule could be the only thing which keeps Pittsburgh from charging to the top of polls. Besides this weekend's matchup against #9 West Virginia in Morgantown, coach Mike Gottfried's troops must survive late-season contests against Notre Dame and Miami.

Nevertheless, the Panthers appear to be real contenders, and a National Championship is not out of the question. Their annual rendezvous with the Fighting Irish is scheduled for October 28 at Notre Dame Stadium. Be sure to return from Fall Break in time for the kickoff, because as Keith Jackson would say, "It should be a dandy."

The Steelers, on the other hand, are light years away from anything resembling a championship. Forget Sunday's 27-14 win over a talented Minnesota team plagued by internal problems. The Men of Steel are still trying to catch a break, almost certainly because they have added a whole lot to the "Yes, We Can" cause.

He has passed for a league-low 483 yards in three games and thrown only two touchdown passes. To Brister's credit, the offensive line isn't exactly...